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We are passing through times 
when Hate against weaker sections 
of society and religious minorities 
is increasing by leaps and bounds. 
The increase in incidents of mob 
lynching all over the country on the 
pretext of child lifting is coming 
on the back of mob lynching of 
Muslims on the pretext of cow-beef 
slaughter and numerous incidents 
of public flogging / humiliation of 
Dalits. Mobs seem to be emboldened 
by the fact that there has been an 
approval of these acts from the top. 
Ministers like Mahesh Sharma came 
to the funeral of Dadri accused; 
now Mr Jayant Sinha welcomed 
the accused of Alimuddin lynching 
case when they got bail. Even more 
worrying and frightening is that 
now several horrid incidents of 
rape are being given a communal 
twist; on the one hand, fake news is 
being employed with impunity, and 
on the other, the rape accused are 
getting social support. It’s a matter 
of shame that in the Kathua rape 
case, the then Ministers from BJP 
Chaudhary Lal Singh and Chander 
Prakash Ganga attended the event 
organised by Hindu Ekta Manch, 
which was protesting against the 
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arrests in the case.
Now, in the case of Mandsaur 

rape, the incident is being given 
false twist to demonise a community. 
The accused belonged to Muslim 
community. Muslim groups took 
out a procession demanding severe 
punishment for the accused. The 
Congress leader Jyotiraditya Scindia 
joined a candle light procession 
to demand death penalty to the 
accused. Social media was used 
to spread the false message that 
he was demanding the release of 
the accused. The pictures of the 
procession were photo-shopped 
to present Muslims in bad light. 
A message was circulated which 
said that members of the Muslim 
community rallied in Mandsaur 
demanding that the perpetrators of 
the crime be released because the 
Quran sanctions rape of non-Muslim 
women; the reality is that the text 
of the placards in the Mandsaur 
procession read: “We won’t tolerate 
attacks on daughters, stop this 
brutality”. 

A false tweet is being circulated: 
“NCRB report: India is most 
dangerous for women. Reason: In 
India, 95% of the rape cases have 
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a Muslim perpetrator. Of the total 
84,734 rape cases, 81,000 rapes 
had a Muslim rapist and 96% of 
the victims are non-Muslims, and 
with an increase in their population, 
number of rapes will also increase.” 
Nothing can be farther from truth. 
NCRB (National Crime Records 
Bureau) does not record the religion 
in cases of rape. This tweet and 
the one about Jyotiraditya Scindia 
was exposed by AltNews, a news 
portal which doing a great service 
to society by giving the truth and 
exposing such fake news which are 
deliberately trying to demonise the 
religious minorities in the country. 
One recalls that in the case of 
Muzzafarnagar riots in September 
2013, the violence was incited by 
circulating a video of two young 
men being beaten by a Muslim 
mob, creating the impression that 
it was a recording of the killing of 
two Hindu youth in Kawal village in 
Muzaffarnagar district. The police 
later confirmed that it was a two-year 
old picture from Pakistan and was 
available on You-tube and was of a 
crowd beating up thieves.

Recent ly  in  Kairana,  the 
Mahagathbandhan candidate 
Tabassum Hasan won the election 
aga ins t  t he  BJP cand ida te . 
Af t e r  w inn ing ,  she  s t a t ed , 
“This is the victory of truth and 
‘Mahagathbandhan’ (coalition) and 
defeat of the BJP in the State and 
Centre. Everyone has come out and 
supported us. I thank them.” On 
social media and on TV debates, her 
words were twisted and what was 
presented was that she said, “This 
is the victory of Allah and defeat 
of Ram”. This quote was posted 
on a number of pro-BJP pages on 
Facebook, including a page by the 
name of Yogi Adityanath–True 
Indian which posted it on 1 June, 

and was shared massively.
One recalls that in recent times, 

the BJP has deliberately muddied 
the waters of social media by 
employing thousands of trolls, as 
Swati Chaturvedi’s book I am a 
Troll, tells us. The hate propaganda 
began with the demonisation of 
Muslim kings for breaking Hindu 
temples in medieval period, for 
spreading Islam, for having large 
families, indulging in polygamy, 
being terrorists etc. Now it has 
taken a dangerous turn with people 
trained in communal ideology and 
in the use of social media blatantly 
twisting facts. There are reports 
that in the forthcoming elections, 
the BJP is planning to train lakhs 
of volunteers in the use of social 
media for electoral gains. The rising 
hatred is becoming like a monster, 
propelling itself beyond control.

Is the social media to be blamed 
for intensifying this hate? Some 
control and restraint is needed, 
some fact-check is necessary for 
this highly impactful media. What 
is also needed is that portals like 
AltNews are made more popular 
to counter these falsehoods. It is 
heartening to note that Twitter has 
decided to suspend seven crore fake 
accounts. We also need to ensure 
that the misconceptions and hate 
which are ruling our society and 
our streets need to be countered 
by messages of love. What we 
need is that truth is propagated 
and the message of peace is made 
more effective. We have activists 
like Faisal Khan, who through his 
organisation Khudai Khidmatagar 
takes out peace marches. Harsh 
Mander’s Paigam-E-Mohabbat 
(Message of peace) has been doing 
yeoman service by meeting the 
families of victims of lynching and 
creating an atmosphere of amity. 

The Mahant from Ayodhya, Yugal 
Kishore Sharan Shastri, through 
his less advertised peace marches, 
is trying to reach out to various 
sections of society with a message 
of tolerance and peace. Such efforts 
need to be upheld and broadened. 
These are just a few examples of 
the initiatives in this direction, there 
are many more which need to be 
projected to promote and preserve 
amity in India.

Countering Hate and promoting 
amity became the central message 
of the father of the Nation, Mahatma 
Gandhi, who struggled to promote 
peace in the highest traditions of 
his Hinduism. As the fake news is 
assuming frightening proportions 
and is doing serious harm to the 
concept of fraternity inherent in 
Indian nationalism, we need to 
retune ourselves to the core value 
of amity, which was one of the 
foundation values of our freedom 
movement and is very much a part 
of our Constitution.
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The Indian Subcontinent till the 
early 18th century was one of the 
world’s most developed regions. 
Europe caught up with it and became 
more developed because of its 
industrial revolution, financed by the 
barbaric plunder of Latin America 
and Africa. This made it possible 
for Europe to colonise and plunder 
India. It is British colonial rule that 
destroyed India and transformed this 
thriving civilisation into one of the 
world’s poorest countries.

This would sound surprising to 
many of our readers who have come 
to believe the propaganda of the 
Hindu fundamentalists about India’s 
past. They describe the late medieval 
period (the period from around 1200 
AD to 1700 AD, that is, the period of 
the Delhi Sultanate and the Mughal 
Empire) as a dark age, during which 
the Muslim kings looted India, 
carried out large scale massacres 
of Hindus, destroyed thousands of 
temples, and so on.

The reality is the exact opposite. 
The advent of Islam and Muslims led 
to the intermingling of the diverse 
indigenous culture of the Indian 
subcontinent with Islamic culture. 
A new syncretic culture was born, 
resulting in great advances in the 
realms of art, literature, music, 
architecture, painting and the crafts. 
An important contributing factor 
was the policy of religious tolerance 
pursued by the kings of the Delhi 
Sultanate and the Mughal Emperors. 
This period also saw the birth of 
the Bhakti movement, which has 
been described by several scholars 
as the Indian renaissance, when 
thinkers like Kabir, Nanak, Basav 
and Tukaram were questioning the 
feudal social system, including the 
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caste system, social hierarchies and 
even the power of religion over the 
individual. These thinkers were not 
marginalised voices, but voices of 
powerful groups like the traders and 
artisans.1

This socio-cultural development 
was paralleled by considerable 
economic progress. During the 
period of the Mughal Empire, 
India was the world leader in 
manufacturing, producing 25 percent 
of the world’s industrial output up 
until the mid-18th century.2 The 
American Unitarian minister, J.T. 
Sunderland, has described the wealth 
created by India’s ‘vast and varied 
industries’ in beautiful words:

Nearly every kind of manufacture 
or product known to the civilised 
world—nearly every kind of 
creation of man’s brain and 
hand, existing anywhere, and 
prized either for its utility or 
beauty—had long been produced 
in India. India was a far greater 
industrial and manufacturing 
nation than any in Europe or 
any other in Asia. Her textile 
goods—the fine products of 
her looms, in cotton, wool, 
linen and silk—were famous 
over the civilised world; so 
were her exquisite jewellery 
and her precious stones cut in 
every lovely form; so were her 
pottery, porcelains, ceramics of 
every kind, quality, colour and 
beautiful shape; so were her 
fine works in metal—iron, steel, 
silver and gold.
She had great architecture—
equal in beauty to any in the 
world. She had great engineering 
works. She had great merchants, 
great businessmen, great bankers 

and financiers. Not only was she 
the greatest shipbuilding nation, 
but she had great commerce and 
trade by land and sea which 
extended to all known civilised 
countries. Such was the India 
which the British found when 
they came.3 
To give just one example about 

the development of Indian industry 
during the 16th–18th centuries, 
in terms of shipbuilding tonnage, 
the annual output of Bengal alone 
totalled around 2,232,500 tons, 
larger than the combined output 
of the Dutch (450,000–550,000 
tons), the British (340,000 tons) and 
the North American (23,061 tons) 
shipbuilding industries.4 

The reason for this social, 
cultural and economic development 
during the period of the Delhi 
Sultanate and the Mughal Empire 
was that these Muslim kings had 
not come to colonise and loot India. 
They settled here, integrated with 
the indigenous culture which led 
to the development of a beautiful 
syncretic culture, and contributed to 
India’s development, making India 
the world’s most prosperous region.

This flourishing civilisation 
was destroyed by British colonial 
rule. The British had come with the 
intention of colonising India, and 
so after defeating the native princes 
in battle, they systematically went 
about plundering and raping India. 
They destroyed our vibrant industry 
and agriculture and turned our cities 
into ruins. Famines ravaged the 
land: one-third of the population of 
Bengal, or 50 lakh people, starved to 
death during the famine of 1769–70, 
there were another 20 such big 
famines during the 120 years from 
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1770 to 1890, and this sequence 
continued till the Great Bengal 
Famine of 1943 which devoured 
nearly 40 lakh people.5 

It is the British who first came 
up with this fraudulent portrayal 
of history that projected medieval 
India as being under the despotic 
rule of Muslim kings who subjected 
Hindus to immense persecution. This 
provided them with a justification 
for their colonisation of India—
that they had come to liberate 
Hindus from Muslim tyranny. Hindu 
fundamentalists have appropriated 
this distorted colonial history and 
shamelessly propagate it, as it 
helps to create the social conditions 
for implementing their agenda of 
transforming secular India into a 
Hindu Rashtra.

Email: neerajj61@gmail.com
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2009.
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2014, http://www.tehelka.com.

Communal politics has been 
viewed from different perspectives. 
The left primarily regards religion 
as opium of people, instilling false 
consciousness, giving them a high, 
and diverting their attention from 
their real issues related to material 
improvement in their lives like 
jobs, better wages, housing, health, 
access to medical facilities, quality 
education for the poor, and so on. 
However, majoritarian communal 
politicians promise their followers 
that their government would 
not only ensure religio-cultural 
adherence, further the cause of 
Hindu nationalism, but also that they 
are the best bet for the development 
of the nation and their material 
needs. They promise Hindutva with 
development. Hindutva, according 
to them, brings out dedication and 
commitment to the nation; the spirit 
of sacrifice for the nation would 
ensure development.

The BJP had given all sorts of 
promises during the 2014 general 
elections, including promising jobs 
to the youth, ensuring 50% profits 
for farmers above their production 
costs, development of infrastructure 
such as roads, electricity, etc., 
security for women, lowering of fuel 
prices and many other such other 
promises ensuring that all sections 
of the society would have a good 
life. Their tag line was “sabka saath, 
sabka vikas” (solidarity with all and 
development of all) and “achchhe 
din aanewale hai” (good times would 
arrive). In this article, it is not our 
purpose to evaluate the performance 
of the Central Government. We 
examine the situation of Aurangabad 
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city, where many promises were 
made by the Shiv Sena which 
has controlled the Aurangabad 
Municipal Corporation since about 
three decades. We wish to look 
at the performance of the Shiv 
Sena–BJP alliance in Aurangabad 
Municipal Corporation and within it, 
try to locate the communal violence 
which hit the city on 11 May 2018 
just before midnight and continued 
through the wee hours of 12 May 
2018.

Religious identity politics
Religious identity politics, 

which misuses religious rituals, 
customs, traditions and other cultural 
dimensions of religion, is better 
known in South Asia as communal 
politics. Communal politics exploits 
outer manifestations of religion, 
like festivals and sacred symbols, 
to construct an exclusive political 
identity that is superior to other 
communities, instills the followers 
of the religion with pride in the 
superiority of their religion, and 
constructs an ideological justification 
to exclude ‘other’ communities. The 
‘other’ is stigmatised, demonised, 
dehumanised and targeted. The 
reasons for non-development 
or slower rate of development, 
economic crisis, joblessness and all 
other problems of the society are 
attributed to the ‘other’.

Communal politics seeks to 
instill fear of the ‘other’, through 
exaggerated and illogical arguments. 
The ‘other’ would over populate 
the majority in matter of few years, 
or they are existential threat to the 
majority through their foolish and 
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violent means like terrorism and 
communal riots. They conspire 
to lure women from the majority 
community, marry them and convert 
them to increase their population. 
They resort to conversion of 
members of the majority community 
using coercion or fraudulent means 
or by offering inducements. They are 
intolerant and insensitive towards the 
culture and religion of the majority 
community. Communal politics 
ultimately calls upon the followers 
to close ranks to marginalise the 
‘other’, establish an authoritarian 
cultural state that would ensure 
that the other is marginalised and 
relegated to secondary citizenship 
status if they do not succeed in 
expelling them from their territory.

A fact finding team of the 
CSSS and CPI recently visited 
Aurangabad from 19 to 21 May, 
2018 to investigate the communal 
riots that broke out in the city on 
11 May 2018 on a flimsy issue of 
a Muslim man denying the use of 
his mobile phone to two youth from 
the Valmiki community whom he 
did not know. The denial later led 
to the beating up of the Muslim 
man and triggered a communal 
riot that night which went on till 
the wee hours of the next day, until 
the violence was controlled by the 
police. During the fact finding visit, 
we came across a general complaint 
from all respondents, irrespective 
of their community, caste or 
gender, regarding the failure of the 
Aurangabad Municipal Corporation 
(AMC) in discharging its statutory 
responsibilities. It was evident that 
the city of Aurangabad, ruled by the 
Shiv Sena for about three decades, 
was in utter mess.

Aurangabad Municipal Corporation
The partywise position in 

the elections to the Aurangabad 
Municipal Corporation held in April 
2015 is: Shiv Sena – 29, BJP – 22, 
AIMIM – 25, Congress – 8, NCP – 
4, others – 24. A Shiv Sena Mayor 
was elected; the present Mayor is 
Nandkumar Ghodele. The Shiv Sena 
thus retained its 25 year long hold on 
the post of the Mayor. The city has 
elected Chandrakant Khaire of the 
Shiv Sena as its MP. Two of the three 
MLAs of the city belong to Hindutva 
parties: Atul Save of the BJP from 
Aurangabad East and Sanjay Sirsat 
of the Shiv Sena from Aurangabad 
West. After the winning the AMC 
elections, Aditya Thackeray—one 
of the most important Shiv Sena 
leaders—said that they would not 
sleep after winning and would work 
hard to fulfill all their promises.

The roads on which we were 
driving had large potholes and even 
the main city roads were in bad 
shape and narrow. The city, we were 
told, receives water once or twice a 
week, even though the metered water 
charges have been increased several 
times. Citizens of Aurangabad are 
furious as the supply of water is 
decreasing and charges increasing. 
Some of them have found an easy 
way out—drawing water from 
municipal pipelines through illegal 
connections. The disconnection 
of these illegal connections also 
contributed to the communal riots on 
11 May. The Valmiki community in 
Gandhinagar alleged that their water 
post outside the Hanuman temple 
was damaged by a Muslim Maulvi 
to take revenge for the disconnection 
of water supply to the Dargah by 
the Municipal Corporation. The 
Valmiki Community members, 
however, could not back up their 
allegations with FIR or any other 
evidence. When we talked to the 
members of the Muslim community, 

they told us that it was true that the 
water connection to the Dargah in 
Motikaranja was disconnected, but 
they had been assured that after 
a few days they could reconnect 
and continue to draw water for the 
Dargah, once monitoring of the 
illegal connections was relaxed. 
Therefore, the question of them 
targeting the water post outside the 
Hanuman temple did not arise, it 
would have been foolish on their 
part to seek revenge in this manner; 
they thus completely denied the 
allegation.

The water problem of the city 
can easily be solved by transporting 
water form Jayakwadi, the largest 
reservoir in Marathwada located 50 
km south of Aurangabad. AMC has 
been planning to construct a pipeline 
connecting Jayakwadi reservoir with 
Aurangabad since 2008, but it has 
not done so till date.

It appears that the AMC is 
deliberating creating a water scarcity 
in the city to create the ground for 
privatisation of water supply in the 
city—the water scarcity would also 
make the people willing to pay high 
water charges that would obviously 
be charged by the private company. 
The Shiv Sena–BJP alliance has 
been seeking to hand over the 
water supply of the city to a private 
company, Essel Utilities, owned 
by the BJP Rajya Sabha member 
Subhash Chandra. 

Essel Utilities has floated 
a  s u b s i d i a r y  c o m p a n y,  t h e 
Aurangabad City Water Utilities 
Co. Ltd. (ACWUCL). In 2014, AMC 
entered into an agreement with the 
ACWUCL, authorising it to draw 
water from the Jayakwadi dam 
and supply it to the entire area of 
Aurangabad Municipal Corporation 
and Cantonment Area which have 
a consumer population of 12 lakhs 
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and 1.25 lakh respectively, for a 
period of 20 years under public 
private partnership (PPP) model. 
Under the Rs 782 crore project, 
ACWUCL also had to lay down 
an internal pipeline network, build 
overhead water tanks at different 
locations, instal water meters at 
the doorsteps of the consumers, 
and collect water charges from 
them, which were to be increased 
by 10% every year. While the 
company delayed implementation 
of the project, the contractor’s men 
started calling people every two 
months, asking them to pay their 
water charges and threatening to 
cut the connections otherwise. With 
the city’s water woes worsening, 
and realising that the contract with 
ACWUCL had many loopholes, 
the Municipal Commissioner Om 
Prakash Bakoria finally terminated 
the contract in 2016. 

Despite this bad experience 
with ACWUCL, the Shiv Sena MP 
Chandrakant Khaire and the ruling 
Shiv Sena–BJP combine who are in 
power in the AMC are trying to give 
it water distribution rights of the city 
once again. 

Waste management
The AMC has utterly failed in 

another of its statutory duties—
managing waste of the city. The 
AMC was dumping the city’s waste 
for 35 years at its dumping site 
at Naregoan village, leading to 
accumulation of 10–20 lakh cubic 
metres of untreated waste near the 
village and causing severe  health 
problems for the villagers; the 
AMC did not even install a waste 
treatment plant at the site to reduce 
the waste. The Naregaon waste 
dumping site had actually been 
earmarked as grazing land for cows. 
In 2003, the Bombay High Court 

gave directions to the AMC in 2003 
to stop dumping of the waste at the 
site, but for a good 15 years AMC 
made no alternative arrangement 
and continued to dump its waste in 
Naregaon. As the waste was being 
dumped illegally, the villagers again 
approached Bombay High Court 
and obtained a stay in mid-February 
2018. The AMC thereafter began to 
dump 436 metric tonnes of garbage 
a day onto a new site at Padegaon 
Mitmita village. The of residents 
of Padegaon Mitimita witnessed 
the value of their property coming 
down drastically and burnt two AMC 
trucks which were dumping waste in 
their village. As a result, for several 
days, the AMC trucks could not lift 
the city’s waste! Waste began to 
pile up in the city, leading to mass 
protests.

Communal politics
Bad roads, scarcity of water, 

lack of waste disposal and other 
problems have left the citizens 
of Aurangabad dissatisfied with 
the functioning of the Municipal 
Corporation. Most persons we talked 
to, irrespective of the community 
and caste they belonged to and their 
political affiliations, were unhappy. 
The All India Majlis-e-Ittehadul 
Muslimeen (AIMIM)—a Muslim 
interest party and functioning as 
the main opposition in the AMC—
and the Shiv Sena–BJP survive by 
communalising the crisis, especially 
the water scarcity. Imtiaz Jaleel, 
AIMIM MLA from Aurangabad 
Central, told us that his partymen 
had to seize water pipes and get them 
installed in Muslim dominated areas, 
as they were being denied their fair 
share. The Shiv Sena convinces its 
political base that even though the 
water supply may be scarce, the 
roads may be bad and the waste may 

be piling  up in the city, the situation 
of the Hindus is better than that of 
the Muslim community because of 
the Sena!

Hindu supremacists’ claim that 
Hindutva and development go 
together has not proven to be true 
in Aurangabad. And Aurangabad 
may not be an isolated example. We 
see that promises of development 
and welfare of even the Hindus 
have proven to be jumlas at the 
national level as well. Communal 
polarisation allows the communal 
politicians not to worry too much 
about development and welfare 
even of their community. They 
unashamedly serve the interests 
of the elite and the super-rich, 
confident that the ordinary people 
of their community will continue 
to back them. But recent electoral 
results, like the recent Jinnah vs. 
ganna contest in the Kairana by-
polls in UP, show that Indian people 
are not so gullible. They may be 
misled once, but they have become 
wiser now and would ask hard 
questions. In Aurangabad, the Shiv 
Sena usually campaigns around 
the theme of “Khan ki Baan” [that 
is, Muslims (Khan) or Shiv Sena 
(Baan means arrow, which is the 
election symbol of Shiv Sena)] and 
Aurangabad vs. Sambhajinagar 
(Shiv Sena calls Aurangabad as 
Sambhaji Nagar). The secular and 
social justice forces will have to 
work harder, even though their 
resources are scarce, to organise 
people around their real issues. 
The choice before lower classes 
and castes of Hindu community is 
Hindutva or development. But we 
will have to educate people and 
inform them about their limited 
choices.

Email: irfanengi@gmail.com
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The people of Assam are sitting 
atop a smouldering volcano, one that 
threatens to erupt into catastrophic 
suffering and injustice. By July 2018 
end, a tortuously extended process 
of updating the National Register 
of Citizens will conclude with the 
publication of the draft register, 
listing residents of Assam who are 
judged to be Indian citizens. There 
are nine million Bengali-speaking 
Muslims, and a smaller number 
of Bengali Hindus, in Assam, and 
each one of them is waiting with 
intense trepidation and fear for the 
publication of this list.

The question looming like 
a gathering tempest, laden with 
momentous legal and humanitarian 
concerns, is: what will be the fate 
of those deemed to be foreigners? 
These may be a few thousand 
women, men and children, or tens 
of thousands of them, or hundreds of 
thousands. Since there is no formal 
agreement between the governments 
of India and Bangladesh for India 
to deport persons they deem to 
be Bangladeshi foreigners, what 
will be their situation in a country 
they have treated as their home for 
generations? This is where they 
have family, friends, cultural and 
emotional ties, employment and, 
sometimes, farmlands. What will be 
their status, their future, their destiny 
if this country is now declared 
overnight to be for them a foreign, 
alien land?

The Dark Side of Humanity and Legality: A Glimpse 
Inside Assam’s Detention Centres for ‘Foreigners’

Harsh Mander

As special monitor for the National Human Rights Commission, activist Harsh Mander visited two centres in January. 
This is his searing account of what he found.

There are no definite answers 
from the government. A law was 
moved by the Union government in 
2016 to treat Hindu aliens as people 
with natural rights to the Indian 
nation. The majority of the people 
of Assam have been very hostile 
to any such arrangement. Assam 
minister and Bharatiya Janata Party 
leader Himanta Biswa Sarma said 
in December that the purpose of 
the National Register of Citizens 
is “to identify illegal Bangladeshis 
residing in Assam” who would 
“have to be deported”. He added 
that “Bengali-speaking Hindus” 
would “remain with the Assamese 
people, in conformity with the BJP 
ideology”.

One news report quoted Prateek 
Hajela, the officer who led the 
National Register of Citizens process, 
as saying that 4.8 million people 
had failed to provide appropriate 
legacy documents. This triggered 
commentary that if nearly five 
million people face the threat of being 
rendered stateless, they are being 
thrust into a predicament similar 
to that of Myanmar’s Rohingyas—
with India claiming they are illegal 
Bangladeshi immigrants and Dhaka 
not open to accepting deportation. 
But Hajela later contradicted his 
statement, threatening legal action 
against the reporter. This weekend, 
a report in The Hindu quoted Hajela 
as saying “the number of people who 
might get left out [of the register] 

would be 50,000 at most”. All of this 
only adds to disquiet and fear.

The only other clue we have 
about the possible future of these 
persons who will be judged to be 
aliens is the sombre experience of 
the past decade of several thousand 
persons who have been deemed 
to be foreigners by the statutory 
Foreigners’ Tribunals in Assam. 
These persons, both men and women, 
have been kept in detention centres 
carved out of jails, sometimes for 
close to a decade, in appalling 
conditions, with no prospect of 
release. Little is known even in 
Assam, and even less outside it, of 
the condition of these detainees, of 
the provisions under which they 
were detained, and how the state has 
treated them.

Unending human tragedy
These detention centres have 

not been open to human rights 
and humanitarian workers, so the 
conditions of their inmates never 
came to public attention. Last year, 
I accepted an invitation from the 
National Human Rights Commission 
to serve as their Special Monitor for 
Minorities. One of the first missions 
I sought was to make a trip to these 
detention centres in Assam. After 
many reminders, the commission 
finally agreed to let me visit the 
centres with two of its officers. We 
visited two detention centres in 
Goalpara and Kokrajhar and spoke 
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at length with the detainees. We were 
probably the first non-official human 
rights workers to gain access to these 
detention centres in the 10-odd years 
since they have been established. We 
also met jail and police authorities, 
district magistrates and senior 
officials in the state secretariat, and 
civil society groups in Goalpara, 
Kokrajhar and Guwahati. We found 
that these detention centres lie on 
the dark side of both legality and 
humanitarian principles.

I was profoundly dismayed by 
what I saw and heard at the detention 
camps. I submitted a detailed report, 
which describes the enormous 
and unending human tragedy of 
the detainees, and the extensive 
flouting of national and international 
laws, seeking urgent corrections. 
However, despite repeated reminders 
to the National Human Rights 
Commission, I did not receive any 
communication about action taken 
by the commission or the state and 
Central governments on my report. 
Now, with the prospect of possibly 
lakhs of people being deemed 
foreigners after the conclusion of 
the National Register of Citizens 
process, I felt the only recourse for 
me was to resign from the office 
of special monitor of the National 
Human Rights Commission, and 
bring my report to the public domain.

Condemned without a hearing
My first finding was that the 

majority of persons deemed to be 
foreigners and detained in the camps 
had lacked even elementary legal 
representation and had not been 
heard by the tribunals. They were 
mostly detained on the basis of 
“ex-parte orders”, or orders passed 
without hearing the accused person 
because they allegedly failed to 
appear before the tribunals despite 

being served legal notices. Many 
claimed they never actually received 
the notices: we saw omnibus notices 
to large numbers of persons, 
sometimes naming some persons 
and simply adding a number for the 
others. Many were migrant workers 
working far from home, sometimes 
in another town or even another 
state, or were not at home, or for 
a variety of other reasons did not 
receive the notice.

For those who did get the 
notices, we learned that typically, 
a huge panic set in and many sold 
their meagre properties and took 
large loans to hire lawyers to steer 
them through this process. Many of 
the lawyers were poorly qualified or 
deliberately let them down.

As a humane democracy, we 
provide legal aid even to people 
accused of heinous crimes like rape 
and murder, but in this case, without 
even committing any crime, these 
people are languishing in detention 
centres as they cannot afford legal 
services.

Worse than prisoners
On our visit to the two camps—

the one in Goalpara for men and the 
facility in Kokrajhar for women and 
children—we encountered grave 
and extensive human distress and 
suffering. Each centre has been 
carved out of a corner of a jail. Here, 
the detainees are held for several 
years, in a twilight zone of legality, 
without work and recreation, with no 
contact with their families save for 
rare visits from relatives, and with no 
prospect of release. In a jail, inmates 
are at least permitted to walk, work 
and rest in open courtyards. But the 
detainees are not allowed out of their 
barracks even in the day, because 
they should not be allowed to mix 
with the “citizen prisoners”.

A jail for women is anyway far 
more confined than one for men, 
and within the Kokrajhar jail, the 
women’s detention centre is even 
more cramped. Think of a situation 
in which these women – many barely 
literate homemakers, some aged 
widows—have not been allowed 
to move outside a confined space 
of maybe 500 square metres for 
close to a decade. In the women’s 
camp, in particular, the inmates 
wailed continuously, as though in 
permanent mourning.

We were informed by officials 
that they have no guidelines or 
instructions from the Centre or State 
about the rights of the detainees. 
The detention centres are therefore 
de facto, if not de jure, administered 
under the Assam Jail Manual, and the 
state does not make any distinction, 
for all practical purposes, between 
detainees and prisoners charged with 
or convicted of crimes. In the absence 
of a clear legal regime governing the 
rights and entitlements of detainees, 
jail authorities selectively apply the 
Assam Jail Manual to them, but deny 
them the benefits—such as parole 
and waged work—that prisoners are 
entitled to under jail rules. Thus, the 
detainees are treated in some ways 
as convicted prisoners, and in other 
ways deprived even of the rights of 
prisoners.

We found men, women and 
boys above six years who had been 
separated from their families, adding 
to their distress. Many had not met 
their spouse for years, several not 
even once since their detention. The 
detainees are not allowed legally 
to communicate with their family 
members but, occasionally, the jail 
authorities facilitate communication 
on humanitarian grounds on their 
mobile phones. Parole is not allowed 
even in the event of sickness and 
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death of family members. In their 
understanding, parole is a right only 
of convicted prisoners, because they 
are Indian citizens.

Difficulties for families to meet 
are compounded because only a few 
jails in the State have been converted 
into detention centres. Many family 
members who have loved ones in the 
camps but have not been detained 
themselves do not have the money 
to travel to the detention centres, 
especially if these are in another 
district. 

There has been worldwide 
condemnation this past month of the 
United States government’s policy 
to separate the children of illegal 
immigrants from their parents at the 
border. But this has been standard 
practice for detainees deemed to 
be foreigners in Assam for nearly 
a decade, without comment or 
censure by the larger human rights 
community. 

Right to a life of dignity
My paramount recommendation 

to the National Human Rights 
Commission was the  urgent 
establishment of a clear legal regime 
to govern the condition of detainees 
that is in conformity with Article 21 
of the Constitution and international 
law. The state, under Article 21, 
must ensure a transparent procedure 
and respect the right to life and 
liberty of detainees. Their right to 
a life of dignity, even in detention, 
cannot be compromised. Detaining 
them as common criminals within 
jail compounds, without facilities 
such as legal representation or 
communication with their families, 
is a violation of their right to live with 
dignity and the right to procedural 
due process.

International law also explicitly 
lays down that immigrants cannot be 

detained in jails, and that their status 
is not that of criminals. The UNHCR 
also says that detention should not 
be punitive in nature. The use of 
prisons, jails and facilities designed 
or operated as prisons or jails should 
be avoided.

Humanitarian considerations 
and international law obligations 
also require that families of 
persons deemed to be illegal 
immigrants not be separated under 
any circumstances. This leads to 
the requirement for open family 
detention centres not housed within 
jails.

Indian juvenile justice laws are 
also applicable here. The safety 
and care of children in situations 
in which they or their parents are 
deemed to be foreigners must be 
the direct responsibility of the 
state through the Child Welfare 
Committees established under the 
Juvenile Justice Act. The law applies 
to both children who are detained 
and those who are free while their 
parents are detained.

Also, detainees above a certain 
age should not be detained.

Indefinite detention is a violation 
of Article 21 and of international 
human rights standards. The UN 
Working Group on Arbitrary 
Detention notes that detention “must 
not be for a potentially indefinite 
period of time”. Guideline 4.2 of the 
UNHRC says detention can only be 
resorted to when it is determined to 
be necessary, reasonable in all the 
circumstances and proportionate to 
a legitimate purpose. 

Needed: A clear, compassionate 
policy

The fundamental right to life 
guaranteed by the Constitution 
applies not only to citizens but 
also to those whose citizenship is 

contested or denied. Their detention 
without due process and adequate, 
free legal representation violates 
their fundamental right to life. The 
Indian state must be compelled by 
the courts and by humane public 
opinion to formulate and announce 
a clear long-term policy on how 
it will treat, and what will be the 
consequences of, a person declared 
a foreigner? This is crucial, because 
if the National Register of Citizens 
declares thousands, even lakhs, 
of people as foreigners, does the 
state want to detain all of them 
indefinitely? The policy must also 
clarify what happens to those 
whose appeals are rejected. With 
Bangladesh unwilling to take them, 
are they then to be detained in these 
camps for life, with no relief? Is this 
lawful, constitutional and just?

On June 11,  four  United 
Nations special rapporteurs wrote 
to the Indian government expressing 
concerns similar to those I raised 
with the National Human Rights 
Commission. In their letter, they 
quoted an Assam minister stating 
that “the NRC is being done to 
identify illegal Bangladeshis 
residing in Assam” and “all those 
whose names do not figure in the 
NRC will have to be deported”. 
They said “that local authorities 
in Assam, which are deemed to be 
particularly hostile towards Muslims 
and people of Bengali descent, may 
manipulate the verification system in 
an attempt to exclude many genuine 
Indian citizens from the updated 
NRC”. They also observed that 
“members of the Bengali Muslim 
minority in Assam have experienced 
discrimination in access to and 
enjoyment of citizenship status on 
the basis of their ethnic and religious 
minority status. We are particularly 
concerned that this discrimination 
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is predicted to escalate as a result of 
the NRC”.

India’s policy must measure up 
to many tests. The first of these is 
India’s constitutional morality, and 
national and international laws. But 
it must also be compassionate. We 
must defend the rights to justice 
and public compassion of large 
numbers of mostly impoverished 
and very powerless people who may 
overnight find themselves treated 
as foreigners in their own land, and 
unwanted in any other. They must 
be protected from the possibility of 
being condemned to the same fate 
as the inmates of Assam’s detention 
camps have been forced to endure. 
Indefinite incarceration of men, 
women and children in conditions 
worse than those of convicted 
prisoners, only because they were 
unable (or not enabled) to prove 
their citizenship, greatly diminishes 
India—its government, but even 
more its people. 

Email: manderharsh@gmail.com

Marx and Marxism remain the 
eternal hope of oppressed classes 
the world over!  Marx’s theories 
evoke extreme reflections, from pure 
and uncritical love at one end, to 
equally uncritical hatred at another 
end, with mixed reactions from 
various other shades of thinking.  
Such reactions for any thinker who 
stands for revolutionary changes are 
only natural. Marx, for me, stands 
for the state of human thought 
process at a particular stage in its 
history, a necessary and compelling 
intervention at a particular point of 
time, in the milieu of a particular 
factual matrix. He interrupted the 
discourse of ideas, and introduced a 
permanent wedge in the idealistic–
contemplative philosophies, and 
it was a powerful disjuncture! He 
created an inevitable presence in all 
the future intellectual discourse and 
peoples’ actions, so much so that all 
human discourse is today labelled as 
‘pre-Marx’ or ‘post-Marx’! 

But he is neither the beginning, 
nor  the  end.  Several  of  his 
predecessors, the so called ridiculed 
‘utopian socialists’ such as Henri 
de Saint-Simon, Charles Fourier, 
Robert Owen et al, and even the so 
called liberal or capitalist economic 
theoreticians such as Thomas 
Hobbes, John Locke, Adam Smith 
and David Ricardo laid the road for 
understanding the idea of ‘value’ of 
a ‘produce’.  In this process, we can’t 
even ignore the great contribution 
of an anarchist like Bakunin. Marx 
can definitely be credited with a very 
serious effort to steer through the fog 

Marx@200 – Neither the beginning, 
nor the end

Dr. A. Raghu Kumar

of mere idealistic pretensions, by 
attempting to introduce forcefully 
certain scientific methods in social 
studies.  But he didn’t, by any 
stretch of imagination, abruptly 
emerge beyond context, and beyond 
time-space matrix.  However, his 
disciples have created a mystique 
image of him in their anxiety to 
universalise him for all times, and 
for all contexts.  In fact, such a 
process of universalising Marx, and 
for that matter any human being, is 
unscientific, and anti-Marxian.

Maybe, he is one of the greatest 
visionaries this world has ever 
produced, and a great mind which 
had trodden some hitherto un-
trodden paths. Maybe, he can be 
considered as one who had re-erected 
the upended project of philosophy on 
its feet.  He may also be credited 
with the greatness of introducing 
the rigour of scientific methods 
in social sciences in general, and 
political economy in particular, 
and as the one who offered course 
correction to the dream project 
of many of his predecessors of 
realising an egalitarian society.  But 
he could achieve all this, not out of 
any vacuum, but on the basis of the 
received wisdom of his time. His 
dedication to research is unparalleled.  
His effort to understand the ‘value’ 
of a produce in terms of the labour-
time invested into it, is also radical.  
But his concept of the accumulation 
of surplus value by the capitalist only 
as a result of exploitation of labour or 
labour-time may not satisfy further 
enquiry.  As Rammanohar Lohia, 
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one of the greatest contributors to 
the Indian thought of socialism, 
pointed out in his essay, “Economics 
after Marx”, the development of 
capitalist societies need also to be 
understood as a construction on the 
blood and sweat of colonial workers. 
The surplus of the capitalist, in a 
capitalist system, is not the result 
of pure internal, inter-systemic 
exploitation of labour time by the 
capitalist.  This is one of the reasons 
for the absence any revolutionary 
action, or if any, only briefly in time, 
on the part of the working class of 
advanced capitalist societies.  

When a generation recollects its 
past, assesses the contribution of a 
great thought of earlier periods, the 
memories can’t be restricted to just 
writing an elegy. By eulogizing Marx, 
by positioning him and his thought 
as transcendental, by elevating 
his theories beyond questioning, 
by ridiculing the questions that 
continue to haunt the human mind 
about the correctness of some of 
his propositions, by quoting him 
out of context for every challenge 
that has come in the way of later 
human endeavour, does not do good 
even to Marx. If, in our enthusiasm 
to be called a better Marxist, we 
project him as impeccable–eternal 
truth for all situations, for all 
times, for all regions and for all 
momentous challenges, universal 
and transcendental, by projecting 
him as ‘supreme being’ and thus 
deifying him, we may temporarily 
secure some young and uninitiated 
minds to our side. But actually, we 
are rendering the greatest harm to 
the further development of socialist 
thought. It is in reaction to this that 
the Arthur Koestlers and Louis 
Fischers have written a different set 
of elegies, on ‘The God that Failed’. 

We can’t fail to see that the 

systems established by, and in the 
name of Marx, in Russia, East 
Europe and China have turned out 
to be the centres for violation of all 
human rights. My intellect can’t be 
satiated by terming these rights as 
bourgeoisie rights. The fall of empire 
after empire during the 1980s and 
1990s is still fresh in my memory. As 
a young man growing through those 
days, while reading Marxism on 
one side, and The God That Failed 
on the other side, the unfolding 
events shook my faith in all theories. 
Blaming capitalist propaganda or 
conspiracy for their fall appeared to 
me unconvincing then, and continue 
to do so today too. There must be 
something internally within the main 
text that had caused the degradation. 
The element of violence, the roots 
of undemocratic approaches, the 
ideas of secrecy, the intellectual 
impetuosity, the condemnation of 
all opponents—is within, and not 
without.  The external environment 
might have contributed to quicken 
the process, but it can’t be accorded 
the status of primacy. Some Marxists 
argue that there is nothing wrong in 
the basic theory, but incorrectness 
crept into Marxist praxis because of 
its later practitioners. But this also 
doesn’t quench my intellectual thirst. 
This is one of the oldest explanations 
given by every religion—“My basic 
texts, the Books, are always correct, 
and for any defect in its translation 
into action the blame is attributable 
to its interpreters and practitioners.” 

Marx@200 does not only offer 
an opportunity to praise Marx, 
but also for deep reflections on 
the inadequacies and failures of 
Marxism, its limits and extent.  It is 
the time to reflect on why it could 
not convince many countries and 
regions. Marx also cannot escape 
from his responsibility for all that 

was realised in his name, and in 
the name of those who claim to 
have understood him better than the 
other lesser mortals. The suffocating 
citizens of the erstwhile USSR, the 
German Wall, the cries of Polish 
workers for bread and butter, the 
Tiananmen Square incident, etc., all 
ring through my memories. These 
are inescapable parts of the Marxist 
history of action, a fact which cannot 
be ignored or brushed aside lightly 
as mere aberration. The sources for 
these atrocious deviations are not 
just external. 

Another question that troubled 
me always has been—do we have 
answers for all the momentous 
challenges that came in the way 
of human advancement in Marx 
writings? Post-Marx economies, the 
two World Wars, the developing and 
underdeveloped nations and regions, 
the anti-colonial struggles of India, 
Africa, etc., post-modernism, the 
consumer-oriented economic order,  
globalisation, the environmental 
degradation in the developmental 
models of both the capitalists and 
the communists, the big industries, 
the unbridled exploitation of nature 
for satisfying human greed, the 
advances of science culminating 
in the atom bomb, the researches 
into biotechnologies, the advent of 
information technology, the artificial 
intelligence (AI), the robots, the loss 
of working hands etc., challenge 
the very human existence on earth.  
But Marxists try to quote one or the 
other sentence from Marx to answer 
every challenge—a typical method 
followed by priests of all world 
religions! 

In my humble endeavours, I 
found some solutions in Gandhi or 
in Nehru or in M.N. Roy or in Lohia 
or in Ambedkar. There are some 
remedies in Buddha and Jesus, and in 
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Hinduism and Islam.   There are some 
explanations in the simple life of a 
tribal living in harmony with nature 
or in the Asiatic or African lives of 
yester years. I have, of late, found 
more answers in Gandhi.  Man’s 
quest doesn’t end with satisfying 
economic needs, or social equality.  
The dream of spiritual realisation is 
not an abandoned project of human 
beings, despite Marx’s powerful 
intervention or even that of many 
positive sciences. The need for 
internal peace continues to haunt 
human beings even after he or she 
reaches the peaks of materialist 
achievements. No single person’s 
thought can be a final statement 
on human affairs. The ‘Gurus’ are 
the victims of their own disciples. 
They are preventing the gurus from 
realising their follies by constructing 
fortified structures around them. 
Marx needs to be rescued from 
Marxists in order to be placed in 
a historical context, and I hope 
with all sincerity at my command 
that it doesn’t in any way reduce 
his greatness. By appreciating the 
inadequacies of a thought, it grows 
further.  Marx had examined the 
conditions of working class at a 
particular stage of human history, 
made some great insights into the 
problem of value of a produce and the 
accumulation of ‘surplus value’, and 
anticipated by his theory dialectical-
materialistic historical process an 
intensification of class antagonisms, 
consolidation of classes into the 
capitalist and the proletariat, and 
eventual revolutionary change 
in society under the vanguard of 
the socially advanced class—the 
proletariat—which would end all 
class contradictions. In the skillful 
and creative hands of Lenin and 
Mao, this theory saw its realisation. 
But history did not end. Even the 

fall of communist States all over the 
world is not the end of history. It is 
neither the beginning nor the end; it 
is a continuum, where the wheel of 
history is imposing its inexorable 
laws, where the human nature 
accepts the challenges of history 
from time to time, irrespective of 
victories and defeats. The human 
endeavor for more equal and more 
and more egalitarian social order is a 

relentless and ongoing process, and 
the solutions demand more and more 
innovative thinking and action from 
many. We have to locate Marx in 
this process as one of the important 
stages of our collective thought, 
neither as the beginning, nor as the 
end statement, or an epilogue or a 
curtain call.  

Email: avadhanamraghukumar@gmail.com

In India, five high-level reports 
have already advised against the 
adoption of GM crops:
• The ‘Jairam Ramesh Report’, 

i m p o s i n g  a n  i n d e f i n i t e 
moratorium on Bt Brinjal  
[Feb 2010];

• The ‘Sopory Committee Report’ 
[August 2012];

• The ‘Parliamentary Standing 
Committee’ [PSC] Report on 
GM crops 

    [August 2012];
• T h e  ‘ Te c h n i c a l  E x p e r t 

Committee [TEC] Final Report’ 
[June-July 2013]; and

• The Parliamentary Standing 
Committee on Science & 
Technology, Environment and 
Forests [August 2017].
Given the issues surrounding 

GM crops (including the now 
well-documented failure of Bt 
cotton in the country), little wonder 
these reports advise against their 
adoption. Little wonder too given 
that the story of GM ‘regulation’ 
in India has been a case of blatant 
violations of biosafety norms, hasty 

GM Crops in India: Approval by 
Contamination?

Colin Todhunter

approvals, a lack of monitoring 
abilities, general apathy towards the 
hazards of contamination and a lack 
of institutional oversight.

Despite these reports, the drive 
to get GM mustard commercialised 
(which would be India’s first 
officially approved GM food crop) 
has been relentless. The Genetic 
Engineering Approval Committee 
(GEAC) has pushed ahead by giving 
it the nod. However, the case of GM 
mustard remains in limbo and stuck 
in the Supreme Court due to various 
pleas lodged by environmentalist 
Aruna Rodrigues.

Rodrigues argues that GM 
mustard is being undemocratically 
forced through with flawed tests 
(or no testing) and a lack of public 
scrutiny: in other words, unremitting 
scientific fraud and outright 
regulatory delinquency.

Moteover, this crop is also 
herbicide-tolerant (HT), which is 
wholly inappropriate for a country 
like India with its small biodiverse 
farms that could be affected by its 
application.
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GM crops illegally growing
Despite the ban on GM crops, 

in 2005, biologist Pushpa Bhargava 
noted that unapproved varieties of 
several GM crops were being sold to 
farmers. In 2008, Arun Shrivastava 
wrote that illegal GM okra had been 
planted in India and poor farmers 
had been offered lucrative deals to 
plant ‘special seeds’ of all sorts of 
vegetables.

In 2013, a group of scientists 
and NGOs protested in Kolkata and 
elsewhere against the introduction of 
transgenic brinjal in Bangladesh—a 
centre for origin and diversity of 
the vegetable—as it would give 
rise to contamination of the crop 
in India. As predicted, in 2014, the 
West Bengal government said it 
had received information regarding 
“infiltration” of commercial seeds 
of GM Bt brinjal from Bangladesh.

In 2017, the Bhartiya Kisan 
Sangh (BKS), a national farmers 
organisation, claimed that Gujarat 
farmers had been cultivating GM HT 
crop illegally. There are also reports 
of HT cotton being illegally growing 
in India. 

CGMFI spokesperson Kavitha 
Kuruganti says that the regulators 
have been caught sleeping. It 
wouldn’t be the first time: India’s 
first GM crop cultivation—Bt 
cotton—was discovered in 2001 
growing on thousands of hectares 
in Gujarat, spread surreptitiously 
and illegally by the biotech industry, 
even as field trials that were to 
decide whether India would opt for 
this GM crops were still underway. 
The GEAC was clearly caught off-
guard. Be that as it may, the GEAC 
went on to approve Bt cotton for 
commercial cultivation in India in 
March 2002. 

Therefore, calls are being 
made for probes into the workings 

of the GEAC and other official 
bodies who seem to be asleep at 
the wheel or deliberately looking 
the other way. The latter could be 
the case given that senior figures in 
India regard GM seeds (and their 
associated chemical inputs) as key 
to modernising Indian agriculture. 
Even PM Modi has proclaimed that 
GM represents a good business-
investment opportunity. Of course, 
Modi is only accelerating what 
former PM Manmohan Singh had 
set in motion—a politician whose 
pro-GMO policies were regarded 
by the late Arun Shrivastava as total 
treachery.

It doesn’t take a dyed-in-the-
wool cynic to appreciate that the 
likes of Bayer, which has now 
incorporated Monsanto, must be 
salivating at the prospect of India 
becoming the global leader in the 
demand for GM. 

Illegal GM imports
Despite reasoned argument and 

debate having thus far prevented 
the cultivation of GM crops or the 
consumption of GM food in India, 
it seems we are be witnessing GM 
seeds and crops entering the food 
system regardless.

Kuruganti says that a complaint 
lodged with the GEAC and a Right 
to Information (RTI) application 
seeking information regarding the 
illegal GM soybean cultivation in 
the country has stirred the apex 
regulatory body to bring the issue to 
the notice of the Directorate General 
of Foreign Trade (DGFT), months 
after the issue became public.

In reply to the RTI application, 
the GEAC responded by saying it 
had received no complaint about 
such illegal cultivation. Kuruganti 
says this is a blatant lie: the BKS had 
collected illegally cultivated GM HT 

soybean samples for lab testing and 
the report was sent to the GEAC 
along with a letter of complaint. It is 
also understood that apart from the 
BKS, the Government of Gujarat 
also alerted the GEAC to the illegal 
cultivation.

Kuruganti says: “The fact that 
the GEAC is writing now to the 
DGFT to take action (on preventing 
the illegal GM imports), makes it 
clear that it lacks any real intent 
to take serious action about the 
violations of its own regulations. It 
also indicates that it is putting up a 
show of having ‘done’ something, 
before an upcoming Supreme Court 
hearing on PILs related to GMOs.”

Her assertion is supported by 
Rohit Parakh of India for Safe 
Food: “Commerce Ministry’s own 
data on imports of live seeds clearly 
indicates that India continues to 
import genetically modified seeds 
including GM canola, GM sugar 
beet, GM papaya, GM squash and 
GM corn seeds (apart from soybean) 
from countries such as the USA… 
with no approval from the GEAC 
as is the requirement.”

Kuruganti concludes that the 
regulatory system is a shambles and 
is not preventing GMOs from being 
illegally imported into the country 
or planted. Moreover, the ruling BJP 
has reneged on its election promise 
not to allow GM without proper 
protocols.

Offshoring Indian agriculture
It is not a good situation. 

We have bogus arguments about 
GM mustard being forwarded by 
developers at Delhi University 
and the government. We also have 
USAID pushing for GM in Punjab 
and twisting a problematic situation 
to further Monsanto’s interests by 
trying to get GM soybean planted 
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in the state. And we have regulators 
(deliberately) asleep at the wheel.

The fact that India is importing 
so many agricultural commodities 
in the first place doesn’t help. 
Relying on imports and transnational 
agribusiness with its proprietary 
(GM) seeds and inputs is not a 
recipe for food security. In the 1960s, 
Africa was not just self-sufficient 
in food but was actually a net food 
exporter. Today, courtesy of World 
Bank, IMF and WTO interventions, 
the continent imports 25% of its 
food, with almost every country 
being a net food importer.

Is this want India wants? Despite 
its rising import bill, self-reliance 
and food security seems to be 
an anathema to policy makers. 
In response to the government’s 
decision to abolish import duty 
on wheat in 2017, Ajmer Singh 
Lakhowala, head of the Punjab 
unit of Bharatiya Kisan Union, said 
sarcastically: “The import of cheap 
wheat will bring the prices down. It 
appears the government wants the 
farmers to quit farming.”

As previously outlined, at the 
behest of the World Bank and 
courtesy of compliant politicians in 
India, it certainly seems to be the 
case.

Self-sufficiency is not to the 
liking of the US and the World Bank. 
Washington has for many decades 
regarded its leverage over global 
agriculture as a tool to secure its 
geostrategic goals.

Whether it involves the import 
of subsidised edible oils, wheat, 
pulses or soybean—alongside the 
ongoing neglect of indigenous 
agriculture and farmers by successive 
administrations—livelihoods are 
being destroyed, food quality is being 
undermined and Indian agriculture is 
slowly being offshored.

This summer, UN special 
rapporteur on extreme poverty Philip 
Alston presented his observations on 
the state of international poverty to 
the UN Human Rights Council.

The country at the center of 
his most recent report wasn’t a 
developing one—it was the United 
States. In one of the wealthiest 
countries in the world, Alston 
found, many Americans live without 
access to water and public sewage 
services. More alarmingly, at a time 
when 40 million Americans live in 
poverty—including over 5 million 
experiencing “developing world” 
levels of poverty—congressional 
Republicans and President Donald 
Trump are jeopardising access to 
the social safety net for millions, the 
report concluded.

Exacerbating poverty won’t 
“Make America Great” for anyone.

For instance, health care, which 
is already prohibitively expensive, 
could become more so. A new rule 
allowing small businesses to buy 
plans without certain “essential 
health benefits” required by the 
Affordable Care Act (ACA) is 
expected to increase insurance costs 
for people who need those benefits. 
Even now, ACA premiums are 
increasing thanks to the president’s 
decision to stop sharing costs with 
insurers.

Rising out-of-pocket costs and 
premiums could either push the poor 
out of the market or force them to 
contend with even higher medical 
expenses. And by encouraging 
people to opt out of pricier plans, 
that leaves those who remain 
insured confronting higher costs, 
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and subsequent financial insecurity, 
themselves. Lack of insurance either 
drives the uninsured into hospital 
emergency rooms, where they face 
more expensive treatment they have 
no hope of affording, or promises 
an amplified public health crisis. In 
a December report, Alston recalled 
encountering poor Americans who 
had lost all of their teeth because 
they lacked access to dental health 
care.

The social safety net, which 
plays a crucial role in reducing 
poverty among children, is also 
under threat.

The Supplemental Nutrition 
Assistance Program (SNAP) alone 
kept 3.8 million children and 2.1 
million children out of poverty 
and “deep poverty,” respectively, 
in 2014. The Center for American 
Progress calculated that childhood 
poverty alone stunts economic 
output by $170 billion each year 
and deprives the economy of $500 
billion each year.

More importantly, poverty 
i s  m o r a l l y  r e p r e h e n s i b l e , 
subjecting children to a lifetime 
of harm. It portends adverse health 
consequences, limited educational 
achievement, and lower rates of 
employment. Yet SNAP is on the 
chopping block for the House Farm 
Bill.

Poverty has also been shown 
to make communities fert i le 
breeding grounds for abuse by law 
enforcement.

America’s homeless have been 
among those most vulnerable to 
this abuse. Instead of addressing 
homelessness with increased access 
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to affordable housing, however, the 
Trump administration has suggested 
cuts to rental assistance programs. 
These cuts could push more 
Americans into homelessness—and 
then into the criminal justice system.

Across the country, homeless 
Americans are arrested and hit 
with an avalanche of fines and fees 
simply for trying to survive. The 
criminalization of homelessness 
deepens the poverty of the homeless 
and creates a criminal justice system 
that discriminates against the poor. 
No one benefits.

Fortunately, such hostility to the 
poor has been met with a wave of 
progressive activism.

Only  a  day  af te r  Als ton 
presented his report, the Poor 
People’s Campaign rallied in front 
of the Capitol Building to cap six 
weeks of anti-poverty advocacy. 
Lawmakers are already following the 
campaign’s lead: Several influential 
senators and representatives recently 
heard testimony from struggling 
Americans.

Anti-poverty measures also 
featured prominently in the winning 
campaign of Alexandria Ocasio-
Cortez, who is likely to become the 
next congresswoman for New York’s 
14th District.

As Republicans pursue policies 
that make American poverty a global 
concern, at least some progressives 
are preparing to fight back.
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